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ABSTRACT
Deep pretrained transformer networks are effective at various rank-

ing tasks, such as question answering and ad-hoc document ranking.

However, their computational expenses deem them cost-prohibitive

in practice. Our proposed approach, called PreTTR (Precomput-

ing Transformer Term Representations), considerably reduces the

query-time latency of deep transformer networks (up to a 42×
speedup on web document ranking) making these networks more

practical to use in a real-time ranking scenario. Specifically, we

precompute part of the document term representations at indexing

time (without a query), and merge them with the query represen-

tation at query time to compute the final ranking score. Due to

the large size of the token representations, we also propose an

effective approach to reduce the storage requirement by training

a compression layer to match attention scores. Our compression

technique reduces the storage required up to 95% and it can be

applied without a substantial degradation in ranking performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Pretrained deep transformer networks, e.g., BERT [8], have recently

been transformative for many tasks, exceeding the effectiveness

of prior art in many natural language processing and information

retrieval tasks [4, 27, 31, 32, 47, 48]. However, these models are

huge in size, thus expensive to run. For instance, in about one

year, the largest pretrained transformer model grew from about

110 million parameters (GPT [34]) to over 8.3 billion (Megatron-

LM [39]), which, when applied to IR tasks like ad-hoc retrieval,

have substantial impact on the query processing performance, to
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Figure 1: High-level overview of PreTTR. At query time, doc-
ument representations (whichwere computed at index time)
are loaded, which reduces the computational burden.

the point of being impractical [27]. We move these neural ranking

models towards practicality.

Runtime efficiency is a central tenant in information retrieval,

though as neural approaches have gained prominence, their run-

ning time has been largely ignored in favor of gains in ranking

performance [16]. Recently, the natural language processing com-

munity has begun to consider and measure running time [37], albeit

mostly for reasons of environmental friendliness and inclusiveness.

Chiefly, model distillation approaches [22, 36, 40] are prominent,

which involve training a smaller model off of the predictions of a

larger model. This smaller model can then be further fine-tuned for

a specific task. While this approach can exceed the performance

of a smaller model when only trained on the specific task data, it

inherently limits the performance of the smaller model to that of

the larger model. Nevertheless, distillation is a method complemen-

tary to ours; our approach can work with a distilled transformer

network. Others have explored quantization approaches to reduce

model sizes, by limiting the number of bits used to represent net-

work’s parameters to 16, 8, or fewer bits. Quantization was mainly
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explored to make the neural networks suitable for embedded sys-

tems [11, 38]. We employ a basic quantization technique to reduce

the storage requirements of the term representations.

We propose amethod for improving the efficiency of transformer-

based neural ranking models. We exploit a primary characteristic

of ad-hoc ranking: an initial indexing phase can be employed to

pre-process documents in the collection to improve query-time per-

formance. Specifically, we observe that much of the term interaction

at query time happens locally within either the query or document,

and only the last few layers of a deep transformer network are

required to produce effective ranking scores once these represen-

tations are built. Thus, documents can be processed at index time

through part of the network without knowledge of the query. The

output of this partial network computation is a sequence of con-

textualized term representations. These representations can then

be stored and used at query time to finish the processing in con-

junction with the query. This approach can be trained end-to-end

by masking the attention across the query and document during

training time (i.e., disallowing the document from attending to the

query and vice versa.) We call this approach PreTTR (Precomput-

ing Transformer Term Representations). A high-level overview of

PreTTR is shown in Figure 1.

At train time, a transformer network is fine-tuned for ad-hoc doc-

ument ranking. This transformer network masks attention scores

in the first l layers, disallowing interactions between the query

and the document. At index time, each document in the collec-

tion is processed through the first l layers, and the resulting term

representations are stored. At query time, the query is processed

through the first l layers, and then combined with the document

term representations to finish the ranking score calculation.

Since term representations of each layer can be large (e.g., 768

float values per document term in the base version of BERT), we also

propose a compression approach. This approach involves training

an encoding layer between two transformer layers that produces

representations that can replicate the attention patterns exhibited

by the original model. We experimentally show that all these pro-

cesses result in a much faster network at query time, while having

only a minimal impact on the ranking performance and a reason-

able change in index size. The settings of PreTTR (amount of pre-

computation, degree of compression) can be adjusted depending

on the needs of the application. These are all critical findings that

are required to allow transformer networks to be used in practical

search environments. Specifically, the lower computation overhead

reduces query-time latency of using transformer networks for rank-

ing, all while still yielding the substantial improvements to ranking

accuracy that transformer-based rankers offer.

In summary, the contributions of the paper are the following:

• A new method for improving the efficiency of transformer-

based neural ranking models (PreTTR). The approach exploits

the inverted index to store a precomputed term representation

of documents used to improve query-time performance;

• A novel technique for compressing the precomputed term

representations to reduce the storage burden introduced by

PreTTR. This is accomplished by training a compression func-

tion between transformer layers to minimize the difference

between the attention scores with and without compression;

• A comprehensive experimental evaluation of PreTTR on mul-

tiple pre-trained transformer networks on two public datasets,

namely, TREC WebTrack 2012 and TREC Robust 2004. Our

PreTTR accelerates the document re-ranking stage by up to

42× on TREC WebTrack 2012, while maintaining compara-

ble P@20 performance. Moreover, our results show that our

compression technique can reduce the storage required by

PreTTR by up to 97.5% without a substantial degradation in

the ranking performance;

• For reproducibility, our code is integrated into OpenNIR [26],

with instructions and trained models available at:

https://github.com/Georgetown-IR-Lab/prettr-neural-ir.

2 RELATEDWORK
We present an overview of neural ranking techniques, pretrained

transformers for ranking, and efforts to optimize the efficiency of

such networks.

2.1 Neural Ranking
As neural approaches have gained prominence in other disciplines,

many have investigated how deep neural networks can be applied

to document ranking [10, 17, 19, 44]. These approaches typically act

as a final-stage ranking function, via a telescoping (also referred to

as cascading, or multi-stage) technique [29, 43]; that is, initial rank-
ing is conducted with less expensive approaches (e.g., BM25), with

the final ranking score calculated by the more expensive machine-

learned functions. This technique is employed in commercial web

search engines [35]. Neural ranking approaches can broadly be cat-

egorized into two categories: representation-focused and interaction-
focused models. Representation-focused models, such as DSSM [17],

aim to build a dense “semantic” representation of the query and the

document, which can be compared to predict relevance. This is akin

to traditional vector space models, with the catch that the vectors

are learned functions from training data. Interaction models, on

the other hand, learn patterns indicative of relevance. For instance,

PACRR [19] learns soft n-gram matches in the text, and KNRM [44]

learns matching kernels based on word similarity scores between

the query and the document.

2.2 Pretrained Transformers for Ranking
Since the rise of pretrained transformer networks (e.g., BERT [8]),

several have demonstrated their effectiveness on ranking tasks.

Nogueira and Cho [31] demonstrated that BERT was effective at

passage re-ranking (namely on the MS-MARCO and TREC CAR

datasets) by fine-tuning the model to classify the query and passage

pair as relevant or non-relevant. Yang et al. [47] used BERT in

an end-to-end question-answering pipeline. In this setting, they

predict the spans of text that answer the question (same setting as

demonstrated on SQuAD in [8]). MacAvaney et al. [27] extended

that BERT is effective at document ranking, both in the “vanilla”

setting (learning a ranking score from the model directly) and when

using the term representations from BERT with existing neural

ranking architectures (CEDR). Dai and Callan [4] found that the

additional context given by natural language queries (e.g., topic

descriptions) can improve document ranking performance, when

compared with keyword-based queries. Yang et al. [48] showed that



BERT scores aggregated by sentence can be effective for ranking.

Doc2Query [32] employs a transformer network at index time to

add terms to documents for passage retrieval. The authors also

demonstrate that a BERT-based re-ranker can be employed atop

this index to further improve ranking performance.

2.3 Neural Network Efficiency
Pretrained transformer networks are usually characterized by a

very large numbers of parameters and very long inference times,

making them unusable in production-ready IR systems such as

web search engines. Several approaches were proposed to reduce

the model size and the inference computation time in transformer

networks [12]. Most of them focus on the compression of the neural

network to reduce their complexity and, consequently, to reduce

their inference time.

Neural network pruning consists of removing weights and acti-

vation functions in a neural network to reduce the memory needed

to store the network parameters. The objective of pruning is to

convert the weight matrix of a dense neural network to a sparse

structure, which can be stored and processed more efficiently. Prun-

ing techniques work both at learning time and as a post-learning

step. In the first category, Pan et al. propose regularization tech-

niques focused at removing redundant neurons at training time [33].

Alternatively, in the second category, Han et al. propose to remove

the smallest weights in terms of magnitude and their associated

edges to shrink the size of the network [13]. Conversely, our pro-

posed approach does not change the dense structure of a neural

network to a sparser representation, but it aims to precompute

the term representation of some layers, thus completely removing

the document-only portion of a transformer neural network (see

Figure 1).

Another research line focuses on improving the efficiency of a

network is weight quantization. The techniques in this area aim

at reducing the number of bits necessary to represent the model

weights: from the 32 bits necessary to represent a float to only a few

bits [18]. The state of the art network quantization techniques [1, 45]

aims at quantizing the network weights using just 2-3 bits per

parameter. These approaches proved effective on convolutional

and recurrent neural networks. Quantization strategies could be

used in our proposed approach. However, to reduce the size of the

term representations, we opt to instead focus on approaches to

reduce the dimensionality of the term representations, and leave

quantization of the stored embeddings to future work.

A third research line employed to speed-up neural networks

is knowledge distillation [15]. It aims to transform the knowledge

embedded in a large network (called teacher) into a smaller network

(called student). The student network is trained to reproduce the

results of the teacher networks using a simpler network structure,

with less parameters than those used in the teacher network. Several

strategies have been proposed to distill knowledge in pretrained

transformer networks such as BERT [22, 36, 40].

Our PreTTR method is orthogonal to knowledge distillation of

transformer network. In fact, our approach can be applied directly

to any kind of transformer, including those produced by knowledge

distillation.

Table 1: Table of symbols.

Symbol(s) Definition

q Query

d Document

R(q, d) Neural ranking architecture

T (s) Transformer network

s a sequence of input tokens

E Embedding layer

Li Transformer encoding layer

si Transformer token representations after layer i
ai Attention weights used in layer i
c Classification representation

d Dimension of the classification representation

m Length of sequence s
h Number of attention heads per layer

n Number of layers in T
Wcombine Vanilla BERT weight combination

l Layer number the transformer is executed for

precomputing document term vectors

e Compressed size

r Compressed representation after layer l
W /bcomp Compression parameters

W /bdecomp De-compression parameters

ŝl De-compressed representation after layer l

2.4 Neural Ranking Efficiency
Scalability and computational efficiency are central challenges in

information retrieval. While the efficiency of learning to rank

solutions for document re-ranking have been extensively stud-

ied [6, 24, 41], computational efficiency concerns have largely be

ignored by prior work in neural ranking, prompting some to call

for more attention to this matter [16]. That being said, some ef-

forts do exist. For instance, Zamani et al. [50] investigate learning

sparse query and document representations which allow for index-

ing. Ji et al. [21] demonstrate that Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH)

and other tricks can be employed to improve the performance of

interaction-focused methods such as DRMM [10], KNRM [44], and

ConvKNRM [5]. This approach does not work for transformer mod-

els, however, because further processing of the term embeddings

is required (rather than only computing similarity scores between

the query and document).

Within the realm of transformer-based models for ad-hoc rank-

ing, to our knowledge only [27] and [32] acknowledge that retrieval

speed is substantially impacted by using a deep transformer net-

work. As a result Hofstätter and Hanbury [16] call for more atten-

tion to be paid to run time. MacAvaney et al. find that limiting the

depth of the transformer network can reduce the re-ranking time

while yielding comparable ranking performance [27]. Nogueira

et al. find that their approach is faster than a transformer-based

re-ranker, but it comes at a great cost to ranking performance: a

trade-off that they state can be worthwhile in some situations [32].

In contrast with both these approaches, we employ part of the trans-
former network at index time, and the remainder at query-time

(for re-ranking). We find that this can yield performance on par

with the full network, while significantly reducing the query time

latency.

3 MOTIVATION
Let a generic transformer network T : s 7→ c map a sequence s
ofm tokens (e.g., query and document terms) to a d-dimensional
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Figure 2: Overview of PreTTR. Compressed term represen-
tations for document layers 1 to l are computed and stored
at index time (green segments) while term representations
for query layers 1 to l (orange segments) and joint query-
document representations for layers l + 1 to n (blue seg-
ments) are computed at query time to produce thefinal rank-
ing score. Compression and decompression can optionally
be applied between layers l and l + 1 to reduce the storage
needed for the document term representations.

output representation c ∈ Rd . As depicted in Figure 2, the trans-

former network is composed by an initial embedding layer E and

by n layers L1, . . . ,Ln . The embedding layer E maps each of them
input tokens into the initial d-dimensional token representations

matrix s0 ∈ Rm×d
. Each layer Li takes the token representations

matrix si−1 ∈ Rm×d
from the previous layer Li−1 and produces a

new representations matrix si ∈ Rm×d
. The specific representation

used and operations performed in E and Li depend on the specific

transformer architecture (e.g., BERT uses token, segment, and po-

sition embeddings for the embedding layer E and self-attention,

a feed-forward layer, and batch normalization in each layer Li ).
However, the primary and common component of each layer Li
is the self-attention mechanism and associated procedure. When

the transformer network is trained, every layer produces a self-

attention tensor ai ∈ Rh×m×m
, where h is the number of attention

heads per layer, i.e., the number of attention “representation sub-

spaces” per layer. A general description of this process is given by

Vaswani et al. [42], while different transformer architectures may

have tweaks to this general structure or pre-training procedure.

We assume a special output classification token, e.g., [CLS] in
BERT, is included as a token in c , and that the final representation

of this token is used as the final output of the transformer network,

i.e., c = T (s). Without loss of generality, here we only concern

ourselves with the [CLS] output classification token, i.e., we ig-

nore other token representation outputs; this is the special token

representation that models such as BERT use to generate ranking

scores.

We illustrate how neural transformer networks are used in a

ranking scenario. We follow the Vanilla BERT model proposed by

MacAvaney et al. [27] and generalize it. Let a ranking function

R(q, d) ∈ R map a query q and a document d to a real-valued rank-

ing score. Neural rankers based on transformer networks such as

Vanilla BERT compute the ranking score by feeding the query-

document pair into the transformer. Given a query q and a docu-

ment d, their tokens are concatenated into a suitable transformer

input, e.g., s = [CLS]; q; [SEP]; d; [SEP], where “;” represents the
concatenation operator.

1
The output of the transformer network

corresponding to this input is then linearly combined using a tuned

weight matrixWcombine ∈ Rd×1 to compute the final ranking score

as follows:

R(q, d) = T
(
[CLS]; q; [SEP]; d; [SEP]

)
Wcombine . (1)

The processing time of state-of-the-art neural rankers based on

transformer networks is very high, e.g., approximately 50 docu-

ments ranked per second on a modern GPU, making such rankers

impractical for most ad-hoc retrieval tasks.

To gain an understanding of where are the most expensive com-

ponents of a transformer network such as the Vanilla BERT model,

we measure the run-times of the main steps of the model. We find

that most of the processing is performed in the computations in-

volving the transformer’s layers. In particular, about 50% of the

total time is spent performing attention-related tasks. Moreover,

the feed-forward step of the transformer (consisting of intermediate

and output in diagram) accounts for about 48% of the total time,

and is largely due to the large intermediate hidden representation

size for each token. This breakdown motivates the investigation

of possible solutions to reduce the processing time of transformer

networks, in particular in reducing the time spent in traversing the

transformer’s layers.

4 PROPOSED SOLUTION
We discuss how our PreTTR approach improve the efficiency of

processing queries using a transformer network by reducing the

computational impact of the network’s layers.

4.1 PreTTR: Precomputing Transformer Term
Representations

We improve the query time performance of transformer models

by precomputing document term representations partially through

the transformer network (up to transformer layer l). We then use

these representations at query time to complete the execution of

the network when the query is known.

This is accomplished at model training time by applying an atten-

tionmask to layers L1,L2, . . . ,Ll , in which terms from the query are

not permitted to attend to terms from the document and vice versa.

In layers Ll+1, . . . ,Ln , this attention mask is removed, permitting

any token to attend to any other token. Once trained, the model is

used at both index and query time. At index time, documents are

encoded (including the trailing [SEP] token)2 by the transformer

model through layers L1,L2, . . . ,Ll without a query present (Fig-

ure 2, green segments). The token representations generated at

index time at layer Ll are then stored to be reused at query time

(Figure 2, document storage between layers Ll and Ll+1). To answer
a query, candidate documents are selected, e.g., the top documents

1
We use the BERT convention of [CLS] and [SEP] to represent the classification and

separation tokens, respectively.

2
There is evidence that the separator token performs an important function for pre-

trained transformer models, by acting as a no-op for the self-attention mechanism [2].



retrieved by a first-stage simple ranking model [41], and precom-

puted term representations are loaded. The query terms (including

the leading [CLS] and training [SEP] tokens) are encoded up to

layer Ll without a document present (Figure 2, orange segments).

Then, the representations from the query and the document are

joined, and the remainder of the transformer network is executed

over the entire sequence to produce a ranking score (Figure 2, blue

segments).

Since (1) the length of a query is typically much shorter than the

length of a document, (2) the query representations can be re-used

for each document being ranked, (3) each transformer layer takes

about the same amount of time to execute, and (4) the time needed

to perform term embedding is comparatively low, PreTTR decreases

by about
n−l
n the cost of traversing the transformer network layers.

With a sufficiently large value of l , this results in considerable

time savings. Note that this reduction can be at most equal to
1

n
because, when l = n, no information about the document ever

contributes to the ranking score, resulting in identical scores for

every document. Moreover, we show experimentally that this can

be further improved by limiting the computation of the final layer

to only the [CLS] representation.

4.2 Token Representation Compression
Although PreTTR can reduce the run-time cost of traversing the

first l layers of the transformer network at query time, the solution

proposed might be costly in terms of storage requirements because

the representation size d is quite large (e.g., 1024, 768 or 512 float

values per token). To address this issue, we propose a new token

compression technique that involves pre-training a simple encoder-

decoder network. This network is able to considerably reduce the

token representation size. We opt for this approach because it can

fit seamlessly into the transformer network, while reducing the

number of dimensions needed to represent each token. The com-

pressor is added as an additional component of the transformer

network between layers Ll and Ll+1. We compress the input by

using a simple feed-forward and normalization procedure, identical

to the one used within a BERT layer to transform the output (but

with a smaller internal representation rather than a larger one). We

optimize the weights for the compression network in two stages: (1)

an initial pre-training stage on unlabeled data, and (2) a fine-tuning

stage when optimizing for relevance.

For a compressed size of e values, a two-step procedure is used.

First, the compressed representations r ∈ Rm×e
are built using

r = gelu(slWcomp + bcomp ), where gelu(·) is a Gaussian Error

Linear Unit [14], andWcomp ∈ Rd×e and bcomp ∈ Re are the new

learned weight parameters. These compressed representations r
can be stored in place of sl . Second, the compressed representa-

tions r are then expanded back out to ŝl ∈ Rm×d
via a second linear

transformation involving the learned weight parametersWdecomp ,

bdecomp , and batch normalization. The decompressed representa-

tions ŝl are then used in place of the original representation sl for
the remaining layers of the transformer.

In preliminary experiments, we found the compression and de-

compression parameters to be difficult to learn jointly with the

ranker itself. Thus, we instead propose a pre-training approach to

provide an effective initialization of these parameters. We want the

transformer network with the compression mechanism to behave

similarly to that of the network without such compression: we do

not necessarily care about the exact representations themselves.

Thus, we use an attention-based loss function. More specifically, we

optimize our compression/decompression network to reduce the

mean squared error of the attention scores in the last n − l layers of
the compressed transformer network and the original transformer

network. Thus, the loss function we use to train our compression

and decompression network is:

L(al+1, . . . , an, âl+1, . . . , ân ) =
1

n − l

n∑
i=l+1

MSE(ai , âi ), (2)

where ai represents the attention scores at layer i from the unmodi-

fied transformer network, âi represents the attention scores at layer
i from the transformer network with the compression unit, and

MSE(·) is the mean squared error function. With this loss function,

the weights can be pre-trained on a massive amount of unlabeled

text. We use this procedure as an initial pre-training step; we further

fine-tune the weights when optimizing the entire ranking network

for relevance.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We detail the setup employed in our experiments: the datasets,

namely TRECWebTrack 2012 and TREC Robust 2004, and the trans-

former networks we use, i.e., Vanilla BERT and some of its variants.

Then, we discuss the training procedure adopted in training the

transformer networks and our proposed compression/decompression

technique. Details about the evaluation metrics and the baselines

used conclude the section.

5.1 Datasets
We test PreTTR on two datasets, namely TREC WebTrack 2012 and

TREC Robust 2004. Table 2 summarizes some salient statistics about

the two datasets.

Table 2: Datasets characteristics.

WebTrack 2012 Robust 2004

Domain Web Newswire

Document collection ClueWeb09-B TREC Disks 4 & 5

# Queries 50 249

# Documents 50M 528k
Tokens / query 2.0 2.7

Judgments / query 321 1.2k

The TREC WebTrack 2012 dataset consists of web queries and

relevance judgments from the ClueWeb09-B document collection.

We use relevance judgments from 2012 for test and the ones from

2011 for validation. The relevance judgments available from the

remaining years of the TREC WebTrack, i.e., 2009, 2010, 2013, and

2014 are used for training. Note that, while the TREC WebTrack

2009–12 have been evaluated on the ClueWeb09-B document col-

lection, the TREC WebTrack 2013–14 have been evaluated on the

ClueWeb12 [19] document collection.
3
We generate the training

samples by using the corresponding document collection. This is

3
https://lemurproject.org/clueweb09/ and https://lemurproject.org/clueweb12/.



the setup used by several other works on TREC WebTrack 2012,

e.g., [19, 27].

TREC Robust 2004 consists of 249 news queries. For these ex-

periments, we use a standard k-fold evaluation (k = 5) where each

iteration uses three folds for training, one for validation, and a final

held-out fold for testing. We perform this evaluation by using the

five folds provided by Huston and Croft [20].

5.2 Transformer Networks
We use the Vanilla transformer model from [27]. This model yields

comparable performance to other leading formulations, while being

simpler, e.g., no paragraph segmentation required, as is needed by

FirstP/MaxP/SumP [4], or alternative training datasets and sentence
segmentation, as required by the system of Yang et al. [48]. Vanilla

BERT encodes as much of the document as possible (adhering to

the transformer maximum input length constraint), and averages

the classification embeddings when multiple document segments

are required. We employ the same optimal hyper-parameters for

the model presented in [27]. For our primary experiments, we use

the pretrained bert-base-uncased [8]. We do not test with the

large variants of BERT because the larger model exhibits only

marginal gains for ranking tasks, while being considerably more

expensive to run [31]. To show the generality of our approach we

present tests conducted also for other pretrained transformers in

Section 6.5: a version of BERT that was more effectively pre-trained,

i.e., RoBERTa [25] (roberta-base) and a smaller (distilled) version

of BERT, i.e., DistilBERT [36] (distilbert-base-uncased).

5.3 Training
We train all transformer models using pairwise softmax loss [7] and

the Adam optimizer [23] with a learning rate of 2×10−5. We employ

a batch size of 16 pairs of relevant and non-relevant documents with

gradient accumulation. Training pairs are selected randomly from

the top-ranked documents in the training set, where documents

that are labeled as relevant are treated as positive, and other top-

ranked documents are considered negative. Every 32 batches, the

model is validated, and the model yielding the highest performance

on the validation set is selected for final evaluation.

For training the document term compressor/decompressor (as

described in Section 4.2), we use the Wikipedia text from the TREC

Complex Answer Retrieval (CAR) dataset [9] (version 2.0 release).

This dataset was chosen because it overlaps with the data on which

BERT was originally trained on, i.e., Wikipedia, and was used both

for evaluation of passage ranking approaches [30] and as a weak

supervision dataset for training neural models [28]. We sample

text pairs using combinations of headings and paragraphs. Half the

pairs use the heading associated with the paragraph, and the other

half use a random heading from a different article, akin to the next

sentence classification used in BERT pre-training. The compres-

sion and decompression parameters (Wcomp , bcomp ,Wdecomp , and

bdecomp ) are trained to minimize the difference in attention scores,

as formulated in Eq. (2). We found that the compressor training

process converged by 2M samples.

5.4 Evaluation
Since the transformer network is employed as a final-stage re-

ranker, we evaluate the performance of our approach on each

dataset using two precision-oriented metrics. Our primary metric

for both datasets is P@20 (also used for model validation). Following

the evaluation convention from prior work [27], we use ERR@20

for TREC WebTrack 2012 and nDCG@20 for TREC Robust 2004 as

secondary metrics.

We also evaluate the query-time latency of the models. We con-

duct these experiments using commodity hardware: one GeForce

GTX 1080 Ti GPU. To control for factors such as disk latency, we

assume the model and term representations are already loaded in

the main memory. In other words, we focus on the impact of the

model computation itself. However, the time spent moving the data

to and from the GPU memory is included in the time.

5.5 Baselines
The focus of this work is to reduce the query-time latency of using

Vanilla transformer models, which are among the state-of-the-art

neural ranking approaches. Thus, our primary baseline is the un-

modified Vanilla transformer network. To put the results in con-

text, we also include the BM25 results tuned on the same training

data. We tune BM25 using grid search with Anserini’s implementa-

tion [46], over k1 in the range of 0.1–4.0 (by 0.1) and b in the range

of 0.1–1.0 (by 0.1). We also report results for CEDR-KNRM [27],

which outperform the Vanilla transformer approaches. However,

it come with its own query-time challenges. Specifically, since it

uses the term representations from every layer of the transformer,

this would require considerably more storage. To keep our focus

on the typical approach, i.e., using the [CLS] representation for

ranking, we leave it to future work to investigate ways in which to

optimize the CEDR model.
4
We also report results for Birch [49],

which exploits transfer learning from the TREC Microblog dataset.

To keep the focus of this work on the effect of pre-computation, we

opt to evaluate in the single-domain setting.

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We report the results of a comprehensive experimental evaluation

of the proposed PreTTR approach. In particular, we aim at investi-

gating the following research questions:

RQ1 What is the impact of PreTTR on the effectiveness of the

Vanilla BERT transformer network in ad-hoc ranking? (Sec-

tion 6.1)

RQ2 What is the impact of the token representation compression

on the effectiveness of PreTTR? (Section 6.2)

RQ3 What is the impact of the proposed PreTTR approach on the

efficiency of Vanilla BERT when deployed as a second stage

re-ranker? (Section 6.3)

RQ4 What is the impact of PreTTR when applied to first n − 1

layers of a transformer network? (Section 6.4)

RQ5 What is the impact of PreTTR when applied to different

transformer networks such as RoBERTA and DistilBERT?

(Section 6.5)

4
We note that techniques such as LSH hashing can reduce the storage requirements for

CEDR, as it uses the representations to compute query-document similarity matrices,

as demonstrated by [21].



6.1 Precomputing Transformer Term
Representations

To answer RQ1 we first evaluate the effect of the precomputation

of term representations. Table 3 provides a summary of the ranking

performance of PreTTR-based Vanilla BERT at layer l . At lower
values of l , the ranking effectiveness remains relatively stable, de-

spite some minor fluctuations. We note that these fluctuations are

not statistically significant when compared with the base model

(paired t-test, 99% confidence interval) and remain considerably

higher than the tuned BM25 model. We also tested using a two one-

sided equivalence (TOST) and found similar trends (i.e., typically

the the significant differences did not exhibit significant equiva-

lence.) In the case of TREC WebTrack 2012, the model achieves

comparable P@20 performance w.r.t. the base model with only a

single transformer layer (12), while the first 11 layers are precom-

puted. Interestingly, the ERR@20 suffers more than P@20 as more

layers are precomputed. This suggests that the model is able to iden-

tify generally-relevant documents very effectively with only a few

transformer layers, but more are required to be able to identify the

subtleties that contribute to greater or lesser degrees of relevance.

Although it would ideally be best to have comparable ERR@20 per-

formance in addition to P@20, the substantial improvements that

this approach offers in terms of query-time latency (see Section 6.3)

may make the trade-off worth it, depending on the needs of the

application.

On the TRECRobust 2004 newswire collection, precomputing the

first 10 layers yields comparable P@20 performance w.r.t. the base

model. Interestingly, although l = 11 yields a relatively effective

model for WebTrack, Robust performance significantly suffers in

this setting, falling well below the BM25 baseline. We also observe

a significant drop in nDCG@20 performance at l = 8, while P@20

performance remains stable until l = 11. This is similar to the

behavior observed on WebTrack: as more layers are precomputed,

the model has a more difficult time distinguishing graded relevance.

We observe that the highest-performing models (metric in bold)

are not always the base model. However, we note that these scores

do not exhibit statistically significant differences when compared

to the base model.

In summary, we answer RQ1 by showing that Vanilla BERT

can be successfully trained by limiting the interaction between

query terms and document terms, and that this can have only a

minimal impact on ranking effectiveness, particularly in terms in

the precision of top-ranked documents. This is an important result

because it shows that document term representations can be built

independently of the query at index time.

6.2 Term Representation Compression
To answer RQ2, we run the Vanilla BERT model with varying sizes

e of the compressed embedding representations over the combina-

tion layers l that give the most benefit to query latency time (i.e.,

l = 7, 8, 9, 10, 11). Layers l ≤ 6 are not considered because they pro-

vide less computational benefit (taking about one second or more

per 100 documents, see Section 6.3). See Table 4 for a summary of

the results on TREC WebTrack 2012 and Robust 2004. We find that

the representations can usually be compressed down to at least

e = 256 (67% of the original dimension of 768) without substantial

Table 3: Breakdown of ranking performance when using a
PreTTR-based Vanilla BERT ranking, joining the encodings
at layer l . Statistically significant differences with the base
model are indicated by ↓ (paired t-test by query, p < 0.01).

WebTrack 2012 Robust 2004

Ranker P@20 ERR@20 P@20 nDCG@20

Base 0.3460 0.2767 0.3784 0.4357

l = 1 0.3270 0.2831 0.3851 0.4401
l = 2 0.3170 0.2497 0.3821 0.4374

l = 3 0.3440 0.2268 0.3859 0.4386

l = 4 0.3280 0.2399 0.3701 0.4212

l = 5 0.3180 0.2170 0.3731 0.4214

l = 6 0.3270 0.2563 0.3663 0.4156

l = 7 0.3180 0.2255 0.3656 0.4139

l = 8 0.3140 0.2344 0.3636 ↓ 0.4123
l = 9 0.3130 0.2297 0.3644 ↓ 0.4106
l = 10 0.3360 0.2295 0.3579 ↓ 0.4039
l = 11 0.3380 ↓ 0.1940 ↓ 0.2534 ↓ 0.2590
Tuned BM25 0.2370 0.1418 0.3123 0.4140

Vanilla BERT [27] - - 0.4042 0.4541

CEDR-KNRM [27] - - 0.4667 0.5381

Birch [49] - - 0.4669 0.5325

loss in ranking effectiveness. In Robust, we observe a sharp drop

in performance at e = 128 (83% dimension compression) at layers

7–10. There is no clear pattern for which compression size is most

effective for WebTrack 2012. Note that these differences are gener-

ally not statistically significant. This table shows that, to a point,

there is a trade-off between the size of the stored representations

and the effectiveness of the ranker.

Without any intervention, approximately 112TB of storagewould

be required to store the full term vectors for ClueWeb09-B (the docu-

ment collection for TRECWebTrack 2012). For web collections, this

can be substantially reduced by eliminating undesirable pages, such

as spam. Using recommended settings for the spam filtering ap-

proach proposed by Cormack et al. [3] for ClueWeb09-B, the size can

be reduced to about 34TB. Using our compression/decompression

approach, the storage needed can be further reduced, depending

on the trade-off of storage, query-time latency, and storage require-

ments. If using a dimension e = 128 for the compressed representa-

tion (with no statistically significant differences in effectiveness on

WebTrack), the size is further reduced to 5.7TB, which yields a 95%

of space reduction. We also observed that there is little performance

impact by using 16-bit floating point representations, which further

reduces the space to about 2.8TB. Although this is still a tall order,

it is only about 2.5% of the original size, and in the realm of reason-

able possibilities. We leave it to future work to investigate further

compression techniques, such as kernel density estimation-based

quantization [38].

Since the size scales with the number of documents, the storage

requirements are far less for smaller document collections such as

newswire. Document representations for the TREC Disks 4 & 5 (the

document collection for the Robust 2004) can be stored in about



Table 4: Ranking performance at various compression sizes. Statistically significant increases and decreases in ranking perfor-
mance (compared to the model without compression) are indicated with ↑ and ↓, respectively (paired t-test by query, p < 0.01).
We mark columns with * to indicate cases in which the uncompressed model (none) significantly underperforms the Base
model performance (from Table 3).

TREC WebTrack 2012

P@20 ERR@20

Compression l = 7 l = 8 l = 9 l = 10 l = 11 l = 7 l = 8 l = 9 l = 10 * l = 11

(none) 0.3180 0.3140 0.3130 0.3360 0.3380 0.2255 0.2344 0.2297 0.2295 0.1940

e = 384 (50%) 0.3430 0.3260 0.2980 0.3360 0.3090 0.2086 0.2338 0.1685 0.2233 0.2231
e = 256 (67%) 0.3380 0.3120 ↑ 0.3440 0.3260 0.3250 ↑ 0.2716 0.2034 ↑ 0.2918 0.1909 0.2189

e = 128 (83%) 0.3100 0.3210 0.3320 0.3220 0.3370 0.2114 0.2234 0.2519 0.2239 0.2130

TREC Robust 2004

P@20 nDCG@20

Compression l = 7 l = 8 l = 9 l = 10 * l = 11 l = 7 * l = 8 * l = 9 * l = 10 * l = 11

(none) 0.3656 0.3636 0.3644 0.3579 0.2534 0.4139 0.4123 0.4106 0.4039 0.2590

e = 384 (50%) 0.3587 ↓ 0.3369 ↓ 0.3435 0.3522 0.2687 0.4098 ↓ 0.3720 ↓ 0.3812 0.3895 ↑ 0.2807
e = 256 (67%) ↓ 0.2950 0.3623 ↓ 0.2695 0.3535 0.2635 ↓ 0.3130 0.4074 ↓ 0.2753 0.3983 0.2694

e = 128 (83%) ↓ 0.2461 ↓ 0.2530 ↓ 0.2499 ↓ 0.2607 0.2655 ↓ 0.2454 ↓ 0.2568 ↓ 0.2533 ↓ 0.2608 0.2713

Table 5: Vanilla BERT query-time latencymeasurements for
re-ranking the top 100 documents on TRECWebTrack 2012
and TREC Robust 2004. The latency is broken down into
time to compute query representations up through layer l ,
the time to decompress document term representations, and
the time to combine the query and document representa-
tions from layer l + 1 to layer n. The l = 11 setting yields
a 42× speedup for TREC WebTrack, while not significantly
reducing the ranking performance.

TREC WebTrack 2012 Robust04

Ranker Total Speedup Query Decom. Combine Total

Base 1.941s (1.0×) - - - 2.437s

l = 1 1.768s (1.1×) 2ms 10ms 1.756s 2.222s

l = 2 1.598s (1.2×) 3ms 10ms 1.585s 2.008s

l = 3 1.423s (1.4×) 5ms 10ms 1.409s 1.792s

l = 4 1.253s (1.5×) 6ms 10ms 1.238s 1.575s

l = 5 1.080s (1.8×) 7ms 10ms 1.063s 1.356s

l = 6 0.906s (2.1×) 9ms 10ms 0.887s 1.138s

l = 7 0.735s (2.6×) 10ms 10ms 0.715s 0.922s

l = 8 0.562s (3.5×) 11ms 10ms 0.541s 0.704s

l = 9 0.391s (5.0×) 12ms 10ms 0.368s 0.479s

l = 10 0.218s (8.9×) 14ms 10ms 0.194s 0.266s

l = 11 0.046s (42.2×) 15ms 10ms 0.021s 0.053s

195GB, without any filtering and using the more effective e = 256

for the dimension of the compressed representation.

In summary, regarding RQ2, we show that, through our compres-

sion technique, one can reduce the storage requirements of PreTTR.

With a well-trained compression and decompression weights, this

can have minimal impact on ranking effectiveness.

6.3 Re-ranking Efficiency
The reduction of the re-ranking latency achieved by our proposed

PreTTR is considerable. To answer RQ3, in Table 5 we report an anal-

ysis of the re-ranking latency of PreTTR-based Vanilla BERT when

precomputing the token representations at a specific layer l and a

comparison against the base model, i.e., Vanilla BERT. Without our

approach, re-ranking the top 100 results for a query using Vanilla

BERT takes around 2 seconds. Instead, when using PreTTR-based

Vanilla BERT at layer l = 11, which yields comparable P@20 per-

formance to the base model on the TRECWebTrack 2012 collection,

the re-ranking process takes 46 milliseconds for 100 documents,

i.e., we achieve a 42.0× speedup. One reason this performance is

achievable is because the final layer of the transformer network

does not need to compute the representations for each token; only

the representations for the [CLS] token are needed, since it is the

only token used to compute the final ranking score. Thus, the calcu-

lation of a full self-attention matrix is not required. Since the [CLS]
representation is built in conjunction with the query, it alone can

contain a summary of the query terms. Furthermore, since the query

representation in the first l layers is independent of the document,

these representations are re-used among all the documents that are

re-ranked. Of the time spent during re-ranking for l = 11, 32% of

the time is spent building the query term representation, 21% of the

time is spent decompressing the document term representations,

and the remainder of the time is spent combining the query and

document representations. Moreover, when using PreTTR-based

Vanilla BERT at layer l = 10, the transformer network needs to

perform a round of computations on all the term representations.

Nevertheless, in this case, our PreTTR approach leads to a sub-

stantial speedup of 8.9× w.r.t. Vanilla BERT. We also observe that

the time to decompress the term representations (with e = 256)

remains a constant overhead, as expected. We observe a similar

trend when timing the performance of Robust 2004, though we

would recommend using l ≤ 10 for this dataset, as l = 11 performs

poorly in terms of ranking effectiveness. Nonetheless, at l = 10,

Robust achieves a 9.2× speedup, as compared to the full model.

In summary, regarding RQ3, we show that the PreTTR approach

can save a considerable amount of time at query-time, as compared

to the full Vanilla BERT model. These time savings can make it

practical to run transformer-based rankers in a real-time query

environment.



6.4 Single Layer Ranking (l = 11)
We answer RQ4 by highlighting a first interesting difference be-

tween the WebTrack and the Robust ranking performance: the

effectiveness at l = 11 (Table 3). For WebTrack, the performance

is comparable in terms of P@20, but suffers in terms of ERR@20.

For Robust, the performance suffers drastically. We attribute this

to differences in the dataset characteristics. First, let us consider

what happens in the l = 11 case. Since it is the final layer and only

the representation of the [CLS] token is used for ranking, the only

attention comparisons that matter are between the [CLS] token

and every other token (not a full comparison between every pair

of tokens, as is done in other layers). Thus, a representation of the

entire query must be stored in the [CLS] representation from layer

11 to provide an effective comparison with the remainder of the

document, which will have no contribution from the query. Fur-

thermore, document token representations will need to have their

context be fully captured in a way that is effective for the match-

ing of the [CLS] representation. Interestingly, this setting blurs

the line between representation-focused and interaction-focused

neural models.

Now we will consider the characteristics of each dataset. From

Table 2, we find that the queries in the TREC WebTrack 2012 are

typically shorter (mean: 2.0, median: 2, stdev: 0.8) than those from

Robust (mean: 2.7, median: 3, stdev: 0.7). This results in queries

that are more qualified, and may be more difficult to successfully

represent in a single vector.

To answer RQ4, we observe that the ranking effectiveness when

combining with only a single transformer layer can vary depend-

ing on dataset characteristics. We find that in web collections (an

environment where query-time latency is very important), it may

be practical to use PreTTR in this way while maintaining high

precision of the top-ranked documents.

6.5 PreTTR for Other Transformers
Numerous pre-trained transformer architectures exist. We now an-

swer RQ5 by showing that PreTTR is not only effective on BERT, but

its ability of reducing ranking latency by preserving quality holds

also on other transformer variants. We investigate both the popular

RoBERTa [25] model and the DistilBERT [36] model. These repre-

sent a model that uses a more effective pre-training process, and a

smaller network size (via model distillation), respectively. Results

for this experiment are shown in Table 6. We first observe that the

unmodified RoBERTa model performs comparably with the BERT

model, while the DistilBERT model performs slightly worse. This

suggests that model distillation alone may not be a suitable solution

to address the poor query-time ranking latency of transformer net-

works. With each value of l , we observe similar behavior to BERT:

P@20 remains relatively stable, while ERR@20 tends to degrade.

Interestingly, at l = 2 DistilBERT’s ERR@20 performance peaks at

0.2771. However, this difference is not statistically significant, and

thus we cannot assume it is not due to noise.

We tested the query-time latency of RoBERTa and DistilBERT

in the same manner as described in Section 6.3. With 12 layers and

a similar neural architecture, RoBERTa exhibited similar speedups

as BERT, with up to a 56.3× speedup at l = 11 (0.041s per 100 docu-

ments, down from 1.89s). With only 6 layers, the base DistilBERT

Table 6:WebTrack 2012 using two other Vanilla transformer
architectures: RoBERTa and DistilBERT. Note that Distil-
BERT only has 6 layers; thus we only evaluate l ∈ [1, 5] for
this model. There are no statistically significant differences
between the Base Model and any of the PreTTR variants
(paired t-test, p < 0.01).

RoBERTA [25] DistilBERT [36]

Ranker P@20 ERR@20 P@20 ERR@20

Base 0.3370 0.2609 0.3110 0.2293

l = 1 0.3380 0.2796 0.3220 0.1989

l = 2 0.3370 0.2207 0.3340 0.2771
l = 3 0.3530 0.2669 0.3070 0.1946

l = 4 0.3620 0.2647 0.3350 0.2281

l = 5 0.2950 0.1707 0.3350 0.2074

l = 6 0.3000 0.1928 - -

l = 7 0.3350 0.2130 - -

l = 8 0.3220 0.2460 - -

l = 9 0.3180 0.2256 - -

l = 10 0.3140 0.1603 - -

l = 11 0.3210 0.2241 - -

model was faster (0.937s), and was able to achieve a speedup of

24.1× with l = 5 (0.035s).

In summary, we show that the PreTTR approach can be success-

fully generalized to other transformer networks (RQ5). We observed

similar trends to those we observed with BERT in two transformer

variants, both in terms of ranking effectiveness and efficiency.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Transformer networks, such as BERT, present a considerable op-

portunity to improve ranking effectiveness [4, 27, 31]. However,

relatively little attention has been paid to the effect that these ap-

proaches have on query execution time. In this work, we showed

that these networks can be trained in a way that is more suit-

able for query-time latency demands. Specifically, we showed that

web query execution time can be improved by up to 42× for web

document ranking, with minimal impact on P@20. Although this

approach requires storing term representations for documents in

the collection, we proposed an approach to reduce this storage

required by 97.5% by pre-training a compression/decompression

function and using reduced-precision (16 bits) floating point arith-

metic. We experimentally showed that the approach works across

transformer architectures, and we demonstrated its effectiveness

on both web and news search. These findings are particularly im-

portant for large-scale search settings, such as web search, where

query-time latency is critical.

This work is orthogonal to other efforts to reign in the execu-

tion time of transformer networks. There are challenges related to

the application of more advanced networks, such as CEDR [27],

which require the computation or storage of additional term rep-

resentations. Future work could investigate how approaches like

LSH-hashing [21] could be used to help accomplish this. Further-

more, our observation that comparable ranking performance can

be achieved using a compression layer raises questions about the

importance of the feed-forward step in each transformer layer.
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